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Potential raters developed rating scales an-
chored by observed behaviors, scaled for di-
mension and level. Comparability across re-
gional groups was indicated by scale reli-
abilities over .97. Attention to recorded ob-
servations and separation into dimensions
should improve accuracy and facilitate con-
structive discussion with ratees. [The Sci-
ence Citation Indexa (SCI®) and the Social
Sciences Citation Indexa (SSCIa) indicate
that this paper has been cited in over 170
publications since 1963, making it one of
the most-cited papers published in this jour-
nal.]
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uRecommending one treatment of em-

ployees over another requires comparison
of results measured in different situations on
comparable scales. Focusing on observed
behavior rather than memory could foster
comparability. Moreover, setting individual
goals for improved performance requires su-
pervisors to discuss actual behavior with em-
ployees. With the National League for Nurs-
ing, we developed Behaviorally Anchored
Rating Scales (BARS), vertical graphic scales
defined and anchored by scaled behavioral
examples. Independent groups of head
nurses defined dimensions to be rated,
recalled examples they had experienced,
and rated location of examples as anchors
along the scales. High scale reliabilities
showed comparability across regional
groups. The resulting BARS, upon which
new observations were to be noted and
scaled, proved acceptable to users.

“tome Kendall recognized innovativefea-
tures of the procedure and urged its publica-
tion. Other researchers were apparently at-
tracted by potential accuracy of measure-
ment. Some concentrated on minutiae of
method while neglecting important note-
taking, scaling, and discussion of observa-
tions.

“Unfortunately, Lorne did not live to see
the happier outcomes we had anticipated:
(1) An improved recommended procedure
has now been published. (See Bernardin, La
Shells, Smith, and Alvares;

1
Zedeck, Kafry,

and Jacobs;
2

and Bernardin and Smith.
3

)
(2) The advantages and disadvantages have
been adequately researched. According to
Jacobs, Kafry, and Zedeck,

4
the continued

widespread use of BARS should be based
upon subjective factors. BARS are accept-
able to employees and raters (only, I have
found, when management is trusted). Focus
on observed behavior makes BARS more
widely useful than other ratings—for disci-
plinary action, employee development, pro-
motion, transfer, training, supervision, and
job analysis. But they have not been shown
to besuperior in psychometric properties to
other carefully constructed scales for assess-
ment of overall performance. They have
been expensive. Developing BARS is war-
ranted only when management and organi-
zation are ready to use them fully. (3) They
are being widely and justifiably used as re-
search criteria. (4) Some ,esearchers are at
last generalizing the method to ratings in
areas other than performance. (5) Others are
finally attending to the process of observa-
tion, evaluation, and rating (Zejeck eta!.

2
).

“Citations resulted from tl~esedevelop-
ments. More citations will result from re-
search on such unanswered questions as,
can observations actually be made indepen-
dent of selective perception? How do peo-
ple combine evaluative data (with or with-
out considering explicitly scaled observa-
tions) to yield summary evaluations? How
many dimensions can various raters handle
conceptually? Etc.

“Scales anchored by behavioral examples
are probably here to stay, because of their
acceptability to employees and manage-
ment and usefulness for diagnosis and re-
search. Procedures are being developed to
simplify their construction, such as comput-
er programs and grouping of jobs with simi-
lar dimensions. Emphasis will shift from
minor psychometric issues to the impor-
tance of BARS in an accurate and construc-
tive communicationsystem.”
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